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Counsellor’s Chronicles
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August Focus- To be a
Virologist!
Alumni Expert TalkBhoomika Virmani

"Children must be taught how to think,
not what to think."
~Margaret Mead

Counsellor’s Chronicles
Education empowers every individual with the
power of choice !
Every child who seeks to be educated, every parent who longs to see his/
her offspring radiate with academic brilliance is in quest of a secure and
stable profession. The DYPIS , Nerul ecosystem grooms a child right from
the pre-primary to the higher secondary stage and ensures that the learner
is well equipped to face the world.

Career Counselling recognises and nurtures the power of choice among our
learners. From information sessions about career trends and job markets to
creation of insightful portfolios, our focus incorporates the heterogeneous
individualities of students and their visions .

PROFILE IDENTIFICATION
It is important to understand oneself in terms of the following checklist .
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FOCUS
Every month the focus will be on a singular career choice. This month’s
choice is based on the emerging global trends and the current choice is
hugely popular.

AUGUST

The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) finds that there will be a 10% increase
(bls.gov)in demand for epidemiologists trained in areas such as virology, by
2022.

To be a Virologist!
Skills Passionate about science and technology
Is detail oriented and notes the same flawlessly
Interested in insightful research work and continuous
experimentation
Compatibility in handling complex equipment
Good at establishing interpersonal relationships; being a
proactive team player is an added advantage.
Clarity in communication skills and ability to document
and present reports with precision
Last but not the least , a calm mind that
will sustain work pressure

DYPIS ALUMNI EXPERT TALK

The DYPIS ,Nerul Alumni showcases the brilliant legacy of the institution . Each of
the selected speakers blends academic brilliance with strategic application skills.
They embody the DYPIS vision and have carved a favourable niche for themselves
in today’s global scenario.
It was a moment of great pleasure to host Bhoomika Virmani, 2016 IBDP alumna
in the second session of Expert Talk , on 18th August .
Bhoomika has scored a distinction in M.Sc ( Finance) from Trinity College ,Dublin .
She currently works as a Junior Associate in one of the premier investor services
in Dublin .

PROFILE - BHOOMIKA VIRMANI

There were two sessions of 40 minutes each for Grades 9-12.
Bhoomika presented the transition from High School to the corporate
world. She focused on the importance of stepping out of the comfort zone
and the absolute necessity of practical skills - networking, team player,
conflict resolution and work ethics. The importance of acquiring leadership
qualities through proactive team participation was also reinforced.
Bhoomika expressed her gratitude towards DYPIS, for instilling and
implementing the right values and discipline . She specially mentioned that
her habit of honouring the deadlines of assignment and readiness for her
regular classes has become a part of her lifestyle today .She maintains the
same structured schedule in her professional life .
Our students were enlightened and connected with her realistic
perspectives. The concluding Q&A session witnessed thoughtful queries by
the participants .

The future belongs to those who believe in the
beauty of their dreams.
~Eleanor Roosevelt

Happy Reading !
Team DYPIS

